
Community Youth Events 
(CYE) is a community based 
organization in Meridian, MS  
whose vision is To create a 
safe and supportive environ-
ment and make a difference in 
the lives of the youth of our 
community. 

http://www.livewithcye.com 

Brothers Brooks Vision 2 Mis-
sion LLC is a LLC located in 
Meridian MS who vision is to 
be the best in helping all peo-
ple excel in all aspects of life. 

https://www.bbv2m-
brothersbrooksvision2mis-
sionllc.com 

WE ARE 

A LIFE SAVED IS  

A FUTURE GAINED 

MISSING  

CHILDREN 

Brothers Brooks Vision 2 Mis-
sion LLC(BBV2M) and Commu-
nity Youth Events (CYE) have 
teamed to bring greater aware-
ness to our communities in re-
gards to our missing children 
who may be runaways, involved 
in human trafficking or being ex-
ploited.  Our mission is to pro-
vide you with useful information 
and resources to help you be 
diligent and aware of the huge 
epidemic that is engulfing our 
youth. We believe that -  

"A LIFE SAVED IS A  
FUTURE GAINED" 

Community Youth Events 
sinnessa@hotmail.com 

601-685-2574 

http://www.livewithcye.com 
 

 

Brothers Brooks Vision 2 Mission LLC 
bbv2mllc@gmail.com 

601-701-8873 
https://www.bbv2m-
brothersbrooksvision2missionllc.com 



Missing Children 

According to the FBI, in 2016 there 

were 465,676 NCIC entries for 

missing children. Similarly, in 

2015, the total number of missing 

children entries into NCIC was 

460,699. When a child goes miss-

ing it is a race against time.  Key 

important factors are critical to 

know immediately such as:  1. 

Where was the child last seen 2. 

Who was the last person the child 

was with 3. Accurate description of 

what the child was wearing 4. The 

child's likes and dislikes 5. Close 

relatives and friends in the area 6. 

Medical History are just a few 

thing that law enforcement would 

need to know.  Most of the time a 

person is a panic and does not 

think or can’t remember these 

things. 

National Center for Missing & 
Exploited Children (NCMEC) 

In 2016 NCMEC assisted law enforcement and 

families with more than 20,500 cases of missing 

children. 

Case type: 

90 percent endangered runaways. 

6 percent family abductions. 

1 percent lost, injured or otherwise missing chil-

dren. 

1 percent nonfamily abductions. 

2 percent critically missing young adults, ages 

18 to 20. 
 

A LIFE SAVED IS A FUTURE GAINED!!! 

AMBER Alert 
AMBER is officially a acronym for Ameri-
ca's Missing: Broadcast Emergency 
Response, but was named after Amber 
Hagerman, a 9-year-old abducted and 
murdered in Arlington, Texas, in 1996. 
Alternative regional alert names were 
once used; in Georgia, "Levi's Call"[1] (in 
memory of Levi Frady); in Hawaii, "Maile 
Amber Alert"[2] (in memory of Maile Gil-
bert); and Arkansas, "Morgan Nick Amber 
Alert"[3] (in memory of Morgan Nick).  An 
Amber Alert is made based on the follow-
ing: 
1. Law enforcement must confirm that 

an abduction has taken place. 
2. The child must be at risk of serious 

injury or death. 
3. There must be sufficient descriptive 

information of child, captor, or captor's 
vehicle to issue an alert. 

4. The child must be under 18 years of 
age. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backronym
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AMBER_Alert#Amber_Hagerman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AMBER_Alert#Amber_Hagerman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arlington,_Texas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgia_(U.S._state)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AMBER_Alert#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hawaii
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AMBER_Alert#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arkansas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AMBER_Alert#cite_note-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disappearance_of_Morgan_Nick

